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An essential guidebook for recognizing, preventing, and healing childhood trauma, from infancy through
adolescence—what parents, educators, and medical researchers can do.s innate ability to rebound with the
appropriate support, and their caregivers with tools to overcome and prevent trauma. At the primary of
the book is the knowledge of how trauma is normally imprinted on the body, human brain, and spirit, leading
to anxiety, nightmares, depressive disorder, physical illnesses, addictions, hyperactivity, and aggression.s Eyes
gives insight into children’ Rich with case studies and hands-on actions, Trauma Through A Kid’Trauma may
result not only from catastrophic occasions such as abuse, violence, or lack of loved ones, but from organic
disasters and everyday incidents such as for example auto accidents, medical procedures, divorce, or even
falling off a bike.
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An absolute must have in a every family home, educators curriculum, pediatricians office, and therapist's
shelf Fantastic book! Peter Levine and Maggie Kline do a wonderfully with putting this reserve out there.
This book offers numerous skill-building manuals to help a kid develop their senses, mindfulness, recognition
and boundaries, and several basic instances are presented of kids they have are exposed to over the years
with numerous presenting problems. I've a few of Peter Levine's book which is by far among my favorites..
It's exciting to see . Thanks once again Levine and Kline! Highly Recommended BY WAY OF A Friend This
book was highly recommended to me by way of a friend... A must-possess if you use children and/or
adolescents clinically, or in a number of other capacities..! An incredible source for parents, therapists, and
former children... This book is a remarkable resource of information for anybody who has any experience or
contact with children. Clear and concise This work is clear and concise, minimizing esoteric technical jargon
rendering it easy for the common reader to take. Completely and utterly accessible to those people who
have no formal training in psychology (but still riveting for those who do), it offers many step-by-step
guides (innovative, physical, and psychological) for dealing with and assisting kids through a myriad of life's
trials and traumas, including random falls and accidents, loss of a pet, abuse, death, & bullying to name
several. It's so well written and incredibly accessible. Terribly informative, moving, healing, believed provoking
and profoundly educational, this reserve will end up being one you'll recommend again and again. Not said

tongue in cheek, in the event that you were ever a kid, you need to read this book. recommended to all
social workers to help them understand the .. Although I did not read most of it, what I've read already is
very good!. Ideal for anyone is connection with children- from teachers, to therapists, not to mention
parents. Great book. Extremely interesting and insightful reserve. It's sensible between science, instances,
and exercises rendering it a book for practitioners, pediatricians, parents, educators, and various other
adults that would like to understand trauma better and learn how to help their children's nervous system
recover to reduce the effect of trauma. recommended to all or any social workers to greatly help them
understand the trauma that kids experience things in their life that will help us as experts understand how
moving a foster child in one home to another can effect them in more ways than one and we sometimes do
not understand that what we believe is assisting to keep them safe is actually causing them more pain and
grief Great read This is this enlightening and interesting subject, and Peter Levine masters it and
translates the research and data into very readable and engaging language. Indications of trauma in infants
are referred to so one knows what he/she is definitely observing. Extremely interesting and insightful
publication. It's fascinating to discover trauma through a child's eye as I did and to gain a greater
understanding of that which was happening to me &! It isn't a heady read. Fantastic This book is mind-
blowing! For many, I suspect, this will become a workbook to help expand the sorting out procedure for
dealing with personal trauma. Dr. Levine's contributions as time passes have been significantly appreciated by
many, compared to that I add my voice. Very helpful with gaining knowledge about how early trauma may .
I'm sure that it is an excellent book as my pal said.. Very helpful with gaining understanding of how early
trauma may appear (in utero) and how this impacts a child's life.. Numerous aged children's lives are cited
describing the type of their specific traumatic experiences and how each was resolved therapeutically.
Trauma Great info “Trauma Through a Kid’s Eye” brilliantly explains how trauma impacts kids in clearly
understood terms . I really like how many true to life examples it includes to bring the suggestions home..
Authors Peter A. Levine and Maggie Kline publication, “Trauma Through a Kid’s Eye” brilliantly explains how
trauma impacts kids in clearly understood conditions and gives readers insights about how exactly they can
minimize the effects. I significantly appreciated the numerous case-studies Levine and Kline document and

the hands-on activities that they recommend. I include “Trauma Through a Childs Eyes” in the suggested
reading portion of Chapter 13: Optimizing Your Children’s Wellness in my own book,  everyone should
browse who must interact with kids awesome book Five Stars Good book Five Stars Amazing book! The
expansive bibliography will allow the given individual to dig as deep as they want.Her words wherever, "It's a



must have"! what still affects me today.!!!!.
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